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[1] This paper reports the metrics-based results of the Dst index part of the 2008–2009
GEM Metrics Challenge. The 2008–2009 GEM Metrics Challenge asked modelers to
submit results for four geomagnetic storm events and five different types of observations
that can be modeled by statistical, climatological or physics-based models of the
magnetosphere-ionosphere system. We present the results of 30 model settings that were
run at the Community Coordinated Modeling Center and at the institutions of various
modelers for these events. To measure the performance of each of the models against the
observations, we use comparisons of 1 hour averaged model data with the Dst index
issued by the World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto, Japan, and direct comparison
of 1 minute model data with the 1 minute Dst index calculated by the United States
Geological Survey. The latter index can be used to calculate spectral variability of model
outputs in comparison to the index. We find that model rankings vary widely by skill
score used. None of the models consistently perform best for all events. We find that
empirical models perform well in general. Magnetohydrodynamics-based models of the
global magnetosphere with inner magnetosphere physics (ring current model) included
and stand-alone ring current models with properly defined boundary conditions perform
well and are able to match or surpass results from empirical models. Unlike in similar
studies, the statistical models used in this study found their challenge in the weakest
events rather than the strongest events.
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1. Introduction
[2] As an increasing number of applications specify
and predict space weather conditions, it becomes more
important to quantitatively assess the performance of the
underlying statistical and physics-based models. With quan-
tifiable metrics, users of space weather modeling products
will be able to better understand the strengths and weak-
nesses of each modeling approach and select the approach
best suited for their application. In addition to serving
the user, modelers gain insight into how different mod-
eling parameters influence the performance of a given
model and how different versions of a model are improving
over time.
[3] A metrics challenge for state-of-the-art global mag-
netospheric space weather models has been discussed for
years in the Geospace Environment Modeling (GEM) com-
munity. The GEM Global Geospace Circulation Modeling
(GGCM) Metrics and Validation Focus Group organized a
modeling challenge to focus on the dynamics of the inner
magnetosphere and ground magnetic field perturbations.
The 2008–2009 challenge was defined at the 2008 GEM
workshop in Midway, Utah, and was broadly announced in
September 2008. Model result submissions were accepted
through the Community Coordinated Modeling Center
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Table 1. Event Numbers with Dates, Minimum Dst, and Maximum Kp Values
Event # Date and UT time Min(Dst) [nT] max(Kp)
1 29 Oct 2003 06:00–30 Oct 2003 06:00 –353 9
2 14 Dec 2006 11:30–16 Dec 2006 00:00 –139 8
3 31 Aug 2001 00:00–01 Sep 2001 00:00 –40 4
4 31 Aug 2005 10:00–01 Sep 2005 12:00 –131 7
(CCMC) and submissions received through 31 March 2011
are included in this paper. Besides the online submission
system, an online model comparison tool is available on
the CCMC Web site to compare existing submissions to
observations.
[4] This study is a collaborative effort by a large group
of modelers and follows the first studies in this GEM 2008
series [Pulkkinen et al., 2010; Rastätter et al., 2011].
[5] The focus of this study is the widely used geomag-
netic activity index Dst, which is derived from perturbations
of the horizontal component BH of the geomagnetic field
at mid-latitude stations. In this study, we use the index
from two sources: the hourly index as issued by the World
Data Center (WDC) of Geomagnetism at the University of
Kyoto, Japan and the 1 minute index now issued by the
United States Geological Survey (USGS, Gannon and Love
[2011]).
[6] This 2008–2009 Challenge follows a series of ear-
lier GEM Challenges [Lyons, 1998; Birn et al. 2001; Raeder
and Maynard, 2001], but extends the focus from ionospheric
convection events and isolated substorms to geomagnetic
storms and observations on the ground and in geosyn-
chronous orbit. This study is based on four events that
contain a large range of geomagnetic states including three
storms of various strength and one interval with an isolated
substorm. The primary goals of this challenge are to evalu-
ate differences between the available modeling approaches,
study effects of model couplings and uncover the influ-
ence of model resolution. This challenge is the first in a
series of challenges that can be used by anyone to track
the performance measures as models improve. The ongoing
comparison of observations and models will also encourage
collaboration between modelers and data analysts.
[7] The detailed analysis of the models’ performance to
calculate the Dst index is a first step in assessing the models’
ability to track geomagnetic variations on the longer 1 hour
time scale as well as on the short 1 minute time scale. In
the future, we are planning to extend the analysis of mod-
els’ ability to predict geomagnetic variations on the regional
scale (auroral zone, sub-auroral zone and low latitudes) as is
permitted by the design of the models.
[8] The scope of this paper is to report on the overall
performance of the submitted model setups and improved
techniques developed both by modelers and the CCMC
to obtain Dst (and the magnetic perturbation at any sta-
tion location) from model outputs. A central tool used in
the analysis is the metrics evaluation tool that is available
online at CCMC. All time series plots and skill scores in
this paper have been generated using the online tool. This
tool will continue to be upgraded as the variety of metrics
challenges grow and the time scales and type of parameters
analyzed change.
2. Setup of the Challenge
[9] Four geospace events were selected. Two events rep-
resent highly disturbed times: event 1 from 29 Oct 2003
6:00 to 30 Oct 2003 6:00 UT, known as part of the
“Halloween storm” and event 2 from 14 Dec 2006 11:30 UT
to 16 Dec 2006 0:00 UT, known as the “AGU storm”. The
other two events represent quieter times: event 3 from 31
Aug 2001 0:00 UT to 01 Sep 2001 0:00 UT and event 4 from
31 Aug 2005 9:30 UT to 01 Sep 2005 12:00 UT. All events
with their start and end dates and times, minimum Dst, and
maximum Kp index values are listed in Table 1.
[10] For each of the events, the solar wind magnetic field
and plasma parameters obtained by the MAG and SWEPAM
instruments on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
satellite are shown in Figure 1. All events were covered
by the ACE measurements except event 1, the “Halloween
storm”, for which plasma velocity data could be recon-
structed only with low time resolution [Skoug et al., 2004].
Plasma density data were constructed from the Plasma Wave
Instrument on the Geotail satellite. Events 1 and 2 are large
CME-related storms whereas events 3 and 4 are in less
active periods.
[11] The Dst index measures general geomagnetic activity
and the strength of the inner magnetospheric currents. Cur-
rents that create a magnetic perturbation on the ground are
located in the ionosphere and the near-Earth magnetosphere
and consist mainly of the ring current. When calculated
from magnetospheric and ionospheric current systems, the
Dst index is approximated by the magnetic perturbation at
the center of the Earth. All current systems in the ionosphere
and magnetosphere [Yu et al., 2010] are equally important.
3. Models Used
[12] Models used for this challenge fall into four groups
that reflect the different physics and numerical approaches
taken by the models.
3.1. Three-Dimensional Magnetosphere Models
[13] These models are three-dimensional (3-D) magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) models of the magnetosphere that are
coupled to an ionosphere electrodynamics solver. Models of
this category are the Space Weather Modeling Framework
(SWMF) [Tóth et al. 2005], the Open Geospace General
Circulation Model (OpenGGCM) [Raeder et al., 2001a],
and the Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere
(CMIT) model, also referred to by the magnetospheric
Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) component [Lyon et al., 2004;
Wiltberger et al., 2004; Merkin and Lyon, 2010]. These
models are run on clusters of computers and require large
amounts of computing time and storage space for output
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Figure 1. Solar wind bulk plasma and magnetic field observations for the four events listed in Table 1.
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data. The parameter sets for these models are identical to
the previously reported runs [Rastätter et al., 2011] (the IDs
are listed in Table 1). The Dst index is calculated from two
contributions:
[14] (a) Magnetosphere currents: Electric currents from
the magnetosphere outside of the “current pickup radius”
of the magnetosphere model are used to calculate the mag-




X J  R
R3
dV (1)
with R being the radius vector to a grid cell with current
density J and volume dV. The “current pickup radius” is
the radial distance from the Earth’s center at which electric
currents calculated by the magnetospheric model compo-
nent are sampled to obtain magnetic field-aligned currents
(FAC). For SWMF and OpenGGCM, this radius is 3RE,
one or two grid cell layers away from the inner boundary
(at 2.5 RE). For LFM, the inner boundary of the magne-
tosphere grid (cell centers) is located at about 2.2RE and
currents that flow into the ionosphere are picked up from
near that boundary. The calculation of currents in the LFM
magnetosphere is done in a post-processing step using sin-
gle precision magnetic field data stored in the LFM output.
This results in significant errors near the inner boundary
due to the strong dipole field gradient. As a consequence,
we exclude currents calculated from within the first four
grid layers, roughly 3.5 RE. This is different from the cal-
culations done with the OpenGGCM and SWMF models,
which only show significant errors within the first grid
layer adjacent to the inner boundary. Only volume elements
(magnetosphere grid cells) dV that are centered at positions
R = [x, y, z] beyond this “inner boundary” radius from the
Earth’s center are considered.
[15] (b) Ionospheric currents: Height-integrated currents
in the ionosphere (assumed to be centered at an altitude of
110 kilometers [Yu and Ridley, 2008]) that close the field-
aligned currents are considered using equation 1. For dV
in equation 1, we here use 2-D surface elements instead
of 3-D volume elements. We employ the currents in carte-
sian coordinates (Jx, Jy, Jz) reported by the ionospheric
electrodynamic solvers on the respective mode’s grid for
a full Biot-Savart summation. Latitudinal resolution ranges
between 0.5 degrees (OpenGGCM), 1.4 degrees (SWMF)
and 2 degrees (LFM). Longitudinal resolution is 2 degrees
for all models.
[16] (c) Field-aligned currents: In this study, the contri-
bution of FAC to Dst is exactly zero due to the fact that
Dst is being calculated as the north (axial) component of
the magnetic perturbation at the Earth’s center. Currents
that are picked up from the magnetosphere and mapped as
field-aligned currents along dipolar field lines are purely
poloidal in SM spherical coordinates (r,  ,) since the
dipole field has no  component. Any contribution to the
magnetic perturbation at the Earth’s center is proportional
to the cross product of two poloidal vectors (the position
r and current element J that have components in the r and
 direction only) and thus is purely toroidal (i.e., in the 
direction in spherical coordinates). Since the polar axis is
poloidal (radial direction for  = 0), the sum of toroidal
contributions projected along the axis remains zero regard-
less of the spatial distribution of the FAC.
[17] Using the contributions from magnetospheric and
ionospheric currents, Dst is approximated by the North-
South component of the perturbation magnetic field ıBZ in
SM coordinates at the Earth’s center location. The mag-
netic perturbation is obtained by transforming contributions
from the magnetosphere to SM coordinates and adding the
contribution from the ionospheric currents that already
comes in SM coordinates from each of the models.
[18] At CCMC, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) mod-
els of the global magnetosphere, SWMF, OpenGGCM and
CMIT are run routinely for Runs-on-Request and thus were
run for the four events.
3.1.1. SWMF
[19] SWMF is run here as a combination of the magneto-
sphere MHD component (SWMF/GM/BATSRUS) coupled
to the Ridley Ionosphere Model (SWMF/IE/RIM) elec-
trodynamic solver [Tóth et al. 2005]. Some runs include
an inner magnetospheric component: the Rice Convec-
tion Model (SWMF/IM/RCM2) or the Comprehensive Ring
Current Model (SWMF/M/CRCM). We performed four runs
for each event with SWMF, spanning the setup for real-
time simulation (755,000 grid cells) to higher-resolutions
Run-on-Request grids (two and three million grid cells,
respectively). One run was performed without a ring current
model (4_SWMF), two others (5_SWMF, 8_SWMF) were
run with the Rice Convection Model (RCM), and one setting
(7_SWMF) was run with the Comprehensive Ring Current
Model (CRCM), which was recently developed at NASA
GSFC [Buzulukova et al., 2010]. The CRCM model is cou-
pled into SWMF in a similar manner as the RCM model
DeZeeuw et al. [2004]. Both coupled ring current models
require the same information (magnetic fields, plasma den-
sity and temperature) from the magnetosphere MHD model
and return the same modifications (plasma pressure) back
to the MHD model. SWMF runs with one million grid cells
at 0.25 RE resolution (8_SWMF) can be executed in real
time on a cluster with 64 processors. Larger grids used
in 4_SWMF, 5_SWMF, and 7_SWMF take proportionally
longer. Finer resolution (i.e., 0.125 RE used in 5_SWMF)
takes twice as much time in explicit time stepping. Run
7_SWMF took 2.7 times longer than real time on 200 pro-
cessors (or about eight times longer on 64 processors) using
a serial version of CRCM. With a parallelized version of
CRCM (A. Glocer, submitted paper), this run may run close
to or faster than real time on 200 processors.
3.1.2. OpenGGCM
[20] The OpenGGCM magnetospheric MHD model was
run with the Coupled Thermosphere-Ionosphere Model
(CTIM) [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996] and the OpenGGCM
model’s ionospheric potential solver as described in Raeder
et al. [2001b]. Runs performed with model version 3.1 have
a fixed geomagnetic dipole orientation. Runs with model
version 4.0 include an updating dipole orientation. OpenG-
GCM was run with a medium-resolution grid of 6.55 million
cells with minimum cell size of 0.25 RE for 2_OPENG-
GCM and 3.88 million cells with a minimum cell size of
0.25 RE for 4_OPENGGCM. Runs of 2_OPENGGCM were
two times slower than real-time on 64 processors whereas
4_OPENGGCM performed in real-time.
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3.1.3. CMIT
[21] The Coupled Magnetosphere, Ionosphere and Ther-
mosphere (CMIT) model [Wiltberger et al., 2004] consists
of the Lyon Fedder Mobarry (LFM) magnetosphere [Lyon
et al., 2004], the MIX ionosphere electrodynamics solver
[Merkin and Lyon, 2010] and the TIE-GCM ionosphere-
thermosphere model [Richmond et al., 1992]. The CCMC
employed standard settings of two model versions: LTR-
2_1_1, available in 2011, for run 2_LFM-MIX with the
LFM and MIX components, and LTR-2.1.5, issued in 2012,
for run 2_CMIT that also includes the TIE-GCM ionosphere
model to specify the ionospheric conductances. The LFM
grid with 53  48  64 cells has radial spacing of about
0.4RE in the dayside magnetosphere (within 10RE). CMIT
runs execute in real-time on 24 processors.
3.2. Low-Dimensional Models of the
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere
[22] This category includes a single model WINDMI.
3.2.1. WINDMI
[23] In WINDMI, the magnetosphere, ring current and
ionosphere system is represented by a low-dimensional
computational system using energy fluxes computed from
empirically determined coupling parameters [Horton and
Doxas, 1998; Mays et al., 2009]. Dst is one of the model’s
outputs and is obtained from the ring current energy using
the Dessler-Parker-Sckopke relation (see equation 2, which
is discussed in the ring current model section below).
The WINDMI model solves a set of ordinary differential
equations with parameters that can be physically motivated.
For this reason, WINDMI has been grouped with the 3-D
magnetosphere MHD models in plots and listings of skill
scores in the remainder of this paper. The model was run
with a nominal parameter set as listed in Table 1 in Mays
et al. [2009] and three different solar wind coupling func-
tions. WINDMI runs very fast and takes less than a minute
on a single processor to produce a day’s worth of Dst at a
1 minute cadence.
3.3. Kinetic Ring Current Models
[24] Ring current models are run either in stand-alone
mode or coupled to one of the magnetospheric models men-
tioned above. Models included here are the Ring Current-
Atmosphere Interactions Model with Self-Consistent
Magnetic Field (RAM-SCB) and the Rice Convection
Model (RCM).
[25] The total energy in the ring current is converted to
D*st using the Dessler-Parker-Sckopke relation [Dessler and
Parker, 1959; Sckopke, 1966] in equation 2. D*st, in turn, is
converted to Dst with the correction of magnetopause current
using the dynamic pressure of the solar wind in equation 3:







Pdyn,sw – 20 . (3)
The ring current energy ERC is measured in kilo-electron-
volt (1 keV = 1.602  10–16J) and solar wind dynamic
pressure Pdyn,sw = V2x is measured in eVm
–3.
3.3.1. RAM-SCB
[26] Runs with the Ring-current Atmosphere interaction
Model with Self-Consistent 3D magnetic (B) field (RAM-
SCB) [Jordanova et al., 1994, 2010; Cheng, 1995; Zaharia
et al., 2004, 2006; Yu et al., 2011] were performed in
stand-alone mode using two models for the equatorial
electric field (Kp-dependent Volland-Stern, Volland [1973];
Stern [1975]; Burke [2007], and the interplanetary plasma
and magnetic field dependent Weimer 2000 [Weimer,
2001]). The plasma boundary conditions were speci-
fied after geosynchronous LANL satellite data, while the
Tsyganenko-89 [Tsyganenko, 1989] and the SWMF models
were used to specify the magnetic field conditions.
[27] Two runs of RAM-SCB (4_RAMSCB and 5_RAM-
SCB) were coupled to SWMF. Plasma boundary conditions
and magnetic fields are provided by the BATSRUS mag-
netosphere model, and the electric field is provided by the
RIM ionosphere electrodynamics model. For 5_RAMSCB,
SWMF was also run with the Polar Wind Output Model
that describes the mass loading of the magnetosphere from
the ionosphere [Welling et al., 2011]. The various runs with
RAM-SCB have been described in detail in comprehensive
validation studies by Welling et al. [2011] and Yu et al.
[2011]
[28] In each RAM-SCB model run, the self-consistent
magnetic field determination (SCB) takes most of the com-
puter time. Without SCB (run 1_RAMSCB) the stand-alone
RAM-SCB model can run up to 18 times faster than real-
time. With SCB (2_RAMSCB, 3_RAMSCB), the model
runs between one and five times faster than real time.
Time discretization that is mandated by the dynamics of an
event affects total run time. Larger storms require smaller
time steps and slow down computations considerably. The
two runs coupled with SWMF (4_RAMSCB, 5_RAMSCB)
require a cluster with 200 processors and run between two
and four times slower than real time. Due to the computa-
tional expense and the cutting-edge development required,
4_RAMSCB and 5_RAMSCB were not run for all events.
Results were submitted for illustration and benefit of the
GEM community.
3.3.2. Rice Convection Model
[29] The Rice Convection Model (RCM) is a well-
established and extensively used model of the plasma elec-
trodynamics in the inner magnetosphere and its coupling
to the ionosphere [Harel et al., 1981; Wolf et al., 1991;
Sazykin, 2000; Toffoletto et al., 2003]. The model describes
the EB and gradient-curvature drifts of an isotropic plasma
on closed magnetic field lines in parts of the inner magne-
tosphere [Wolf, 1983]. Field-aligned currents are calculated
from the magnetospheric plasma pressure gradients using
the Vasyliunas equation [Vasyliunas, 1970]. The FAC deter-
mine the ionospheric potential and electric fields that are
mapped back into the magnetosphere to close the compu-
tational loop. The RCM is driven by input functions that
include the magnetic field, the electric potential distribution
on the high-latitude boundary, the ionospheric conductance,
and the influx of particles across the high-latitude boundary.
[30] The RCM was run with the Hilmer and Voigt mag-
netic field description [Hilmer and Voigt, 1995] and with
either the Siscoe-Hill [Siscoe 1982; Hill, 1984; Burke et al.
2007] or the Weimer [Weimer, 2005] electric field mod-
els. Plasma sheet boundary conditions were specified by
the Tsyganenko and Mukai [Tsyganenko and Mukai, 2003]
model, by plasma transport conditions specified by Borovsky
et al. [1998], or by the Magnetosphere Specification Model
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(MSM) [Freeman et al., 1994; Tascione et al., 1988]. The
stand-alone RCM model runs in real time on a single-
processor workstation.
3.4. Dst-Specification Models
[31] Models in this class include the Impulse Response
Function with 96 lags (IRF96), an analytic formula after
Burton, Feldstein and Murayama (BFM), the Univer-
sity of Sheffield (UOS) NARMAX-RJB (NARMAX), the
RiceDST model, and the RDST real-time specification of
Dst. Dst is derived directly through an analytic or iterative
formula or a neural-network based algorithm without mod-
eling the intrinsic energy flow through the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system. All specifications except RDST use
recent and current solar wind conditions to obtain a value
for Dst. RDST uses data from four magnetometers similar
to the Kyoto Dst determination. RiceDST and NARMAX
estimate real-time Dst from values of Dst obtained in previ-
ous iterations of the model in addition to current solar wind
conditions. All these models run very fast (a 24 hour period
is modeled within a few minutes on a single-processor
workstation) and generate Dst as their only output.
3.4.1. IRF96
[32] The IRF96 forecast model is an impulse response
function (IRF) model with 96 coefficients. The coefficients,
h, were derived by creating an over-determined matrix using
Dst(t) = h +
NcX
t0=–Na
vBs(t – t0)h(t0), (4)
based on historical 1 hour KYOTO Dst values and vBs taken
from the OMNI2 data set in the time range of 1963 through
2006. Further details on the procedure are detailed in Weigel
[2010]. Any time intervals (t) with a gap in 1 hour mea-
surements of Dst(t) and vBs(t), vBs(t – 1), : : : , vBs(t – 95)
were omitted from the matrix. The resulting matrix has
approximately 105,000 rows. Any measurements from time
intervals in the test storms were omitted so that the predic-
tions were out-of-sample and Na was set to zero to enable a
forecast.
3.4.2. BFM
[33] The analytic representation after Burton, Feldstein
and Murayama [Burton et al. 1975; Murayama 1982;
Feldstein 1992] was implemented at CCMC and uses the
solar wind condition at a 1 minute resolution throughout





and the dynamic pressure of the solar
wind Pdyn = V2x (with  being the solar wind plasma density
and Vx the solar wind bulk speed in the x direction) to com-
pute the coupling function (with d = 0.0015 nT/(mVs/m)):
F(Ey) =

d(Ey – 0.5) for Ey > 0.5
0 for Ey  0.5
(5)
and a ring current decay time
 =

7.7h for Ey < 4
3h for Ey  4 .
(6)
The coupling function and decay rate then yield the strength
of the ring current D*st via:
d
dt




The iterative method starts from an initial D*st value that may
be obtained as a quiet time driver multiplied by the inverse
of the decay rate D*st,0 = F(Ey(t0))/

at a time t0 several
hours before the time interval of interest. The numerical for-
mulation then uses solar wind data available every minute.
Dst is computed from D*st using equation 3.
3.4.3. NARMAX
[34] The NARMAX algorithm [Billings et al., 1989] is
an advanced system identification technique, similar to neu-
ral networks. A NARMAX model is able to represent a
wide class of linear and non-linear systems with physically
interpretable parameters [Leontaritis and Billings, 1985a,
1985b]. The output y(t) of the model at time t is a polyno-
mial function F of the previous values of inputs u, outputs y,
and error terms e as described by equation 8.
y(t) = F

y(t – 1), : : : , y(t – ny),




, : : : ,





e(t – 1), : : : , e(t – ne)

+ e(t) . (8)
Index m is the number of inputs to the system and
ny, nu1 , : : : , num are the maximum time lags of the output and
the m inputs, respectively. The NARMAX algorithm was
first applied to magnetosphere predictions by [Boaghe et al.
2001]. Here, a model of the Dst index was derived using vBs
as the input. This model was shown to have a high corre-
lation and coherency with the measured Dst index. For the
Dst NARMAX models, the function F is a quadratic poly-
nomial, in which the monomials comprise all the possible
quadratic cross-coupled combinations of past inputs, out-
puts and error terms. Here, the output is the Dst index, and
the inputs are the solar wind parameters. The NARMAX
algorithm consists of three stages: model structure selec-
tion, parameter estimation and model validation. The first
stage is aimed at reducing the large number of possible
monomials by determining the most significant monomi-
als using the Error Reduction Ratio (ERR) [Billings et al.,
1989]. The monomials with a small ERR are deemed neg-
ligible, while the monomials with a high ERR are carried
on to the second stage, the parameter estimation, where
the coefficients for each of these monomials are calculated.
During the last stage, the model is validated by exploiting
both dynamic and statistical approaches [Billings and Voon,
1986]. More recently, Boynton et al. [2011a] also employed
the NARMAX algorithm to deduce a model for the Dst
index using a different coupling function (p1/2v4/3BT sin  /2)
as an input. This coupling function was shown to be the best
coupling function for the Dst index using an ERR analysis
[Boynton et al., 2011b]. The model by Boynton et al. [2011a]
was shown to have a higher correlation and coherency with
the measured Dst than that of Boaghe et al. [2001]. A startup
of 50 hours is sufficient to allow the system to reach a state
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Table 2. Model Run Settings Used in the Challenge
Model Description Identifier
SWMF v8.01, BATSRUS, 3M cells, min. res. 0.125 RE (CCMC) 4_SWMF
SWMF v8.01, BATSRUS with RCM, 3M cells, min. res. 0.125 RE (CCMC) 5_SWMF
SWMF v20110215, BATSRUS with CRCM, 1.78M cells, min res. 0.125 RE (UMich.) 7_SWMF
SWMF v20110111, BATSRUS with RCM, 1M cells, min res. 0.25 RE (“real time”, UMich.) 8_SWMF
OpenGGCM v3.1 with CTIM, 6.55M cells, min. res. 0.25 RE (CCMC) 2_OPENGGCM
OpenGGCM v4.0 with CTIM, 3.88M cells, min. res. 0.25 RE (“real time”, CCMC) 4_OPENGGCM
CMIT_2-1-5, LFM with 53 48 64 cells, min. res. 0.4 Re radial, MIX, TIEGCM (CCMC) 2_CMIT
LFM-MIX_2-1-1, LFM with 53 48 64 cells, min. res. 0.4 Re radial, MIX (“real time”, CCMC) 2_LFM-MIX
WINDMI 1.0 with nominal parameters, rectified solar wind driver (CCMC) 1_WINDMI
WINDMI 1.0 with nominal parameters, Siscoe solar wind driver (CCMC) 2_WINDMI
WINDMI 1.0 with nominal parameters, Newell solar wind driver (CCMC) 3_WINDMI
RAM-SCB, RAM-SCB, driven by LANL MPA/SOPA Volland-Stern E-field, dipole B-field 1_RAMSCB
RAM-SCB, RAM-SCB, driven by LANL MPA/SOPA, Weimer-2K E-field, dipole B-field 2_RAMSCB
RAM-SCB, RAM-SCB, driven by LANL MPA/SOPA, Weimer-2K E-field, T89 B-field 3_RAMSCB
RAM-SCB, SWMF/RAM-SCB, driven by BATSRUS, Ridley Ionosphere Model (RIM) 4_RAMSCB
RAM-SCB, SWMF/RAM-SCB, driven by multi-species BATSRUS, RIM, Polar Wind 5_RAMSCB
RCM with Siscoe-Hill potential drop, Tsyganenko-Mukai bc, Hilmer & Voigt (1995) B-field 1_RCM
RCM with Siscoe-Hill potential drop, Borovsky 1998 bc, Hilmer & Voigt (1995) B-field 2_RCM
RCM with Siscoe-Hill potential drop, MSM bc, Hilmer & Voigt (1995) B-field 3_RCM
RCM with Weimer 2005 potential drop, Borovsky 1998 bc, Hilmer &Voigt (1995) B-field 4_RCM
IRF, Impulse Response Function with 96 lags (version as of 04 June 2010) (GMU) 1_IRF96
Analytic formula after Burton (1975), Feldstein (1992) and Murayama (1982) (CCMC) 1_BFM
UoS NARMAX using previous estimated Dst and 1 hour OMNI solar wind 1_NARMAX
UoS NARMAX including Ring Current effects, inputs as in 1_NARMAX 2_NARMAX
Rice Dst neural network using Boyle (1997) solar wind driver and dynamic pressure 1_RiceDST
Real-time Dst derivation (RDst version 2.1), Space Environment Corp. 1_RDST
that is independent of the initial Dst values that have to be
set arbitrarily (usually zero).
3.4.4. RiceDST
[35] The RiceDST model is a neural-network-based time
prediction model. The model is driven by input time histo-
ries (10 hours) of solar wind coupling function described by
the Boyle function [Boyle et al., 1997]. an empirical approx-
imation that estimates the Earth’s polar cap potential, and the
solar wind dynamic pressure to predict the Dst index approx-
imately 1 hour ahead. The model can be run in real-time
through inputs from an upstream solar wind monitor such
as ACE [Bala and Reiff, 2012] to specify Kp, Dst and AE
indices. As of 2012, the model is operational and the real-
time estimates of the indices can be obtained from http://
space.rice.edu/ISTP/wind.html.
3.4.5. RDST
[36] Space Environment Corporation developed a real-
time Dst estimator with robustness of the calculation in
mind given that real time data streams are not assured. The
RDST_CALC program produces the real-time Dst (RDST)
value as the best possible estimate of Dst whether there
are four, three, two or one magnetic observatories avail-
able for the analysis. The RDST_CALC program is cur-
rently deployed at Air Force Weather Agency (AWFA).
The first difference of the RDST calculation from the
traditional Dst determination is that RDST is based on
Hermanus (HER), Honolulu (HON), San Juan (SJG), and
Guam (GUA) magnetic observatories. The Guam Magnetic
Observatory replaces the Kyoto Magnetic Observatory for
the Pacific sector to assure a robust data stream to AFWA.
The RDST algorithm also has differences from the tradi-
tional definitive calculation of Dst to strive for the best
estimate of the definitive Dst with uncertain real-time data
streams. Each station is used to make a best estimate of the
definitive Dst, then the available estimates of each station are
averaged to produce the RDST value. Each single-station
Dst estimate uses similar reduction algorithms to the tra-
ditional Dst analysis. The first step is to provide a stable
estimate of the Secular Variation (SV) within the horizon-




. The second step
is to obtain the current Solar Quiet (SQ) variation of the
horizontal component with the secular variation removed
HSQs

. Removing these two components leaves the station’s
ring current deflection, Hs.
HS = HS – HSQS – H
SV
S . (9)
The standard latitudinal dependence is applied to the Hs
value. There is an expected Universal Time dependence in
the response of a single station to the magnetospheric cur-
rents. The single station estimate of Dst is obtained using
a linear regression analysis for each UT hour of Hs and
the historic definitive Dst. Reduction is adjusted with a






where 	 is the magnetic latitude of Earth’s tilted dipole.
Finally, the four, three, or two single-station estimates of
Dst are averaged to obtain a robust real time estimate of
the definitive Dst. RDST values are obtained at the standard
1 hour cadence.
[37] The above four groups of models all use the solar
wind data (RDST: magnetometer data) as input. None of the
models use the observed Dst as input. The detailed model
parameters are listed in Table 2.
4. The Dst Index
[38] Analyses and skill score calculations were performed
using two implementations of the Dst index that measures
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the strength of the ring current and is used generally as a
proxy for the intensity of geomagnetic activity.
4.1. The Kyoto Dst Index
[39] The Dst index is an averaged north-south perturba-
tion of the geomagnetic field obtained by using observa-
tions at four stations (N = 4, n = 1, : : : , N) located at
magnetic mid-latitudes: Kakioka in Japan (geographic lon-
gitude = 140.18, latitude = 36.23), Honolulu in Hawaii
(lon. = 201.98, lat. = 21.32), San Juan in Puerto Rico
(lon. = 293.88, lat. = 18.11) and Hermanus in South
Africa (lon. = 19.22, lat. = –34.40). The Dst index is defined
as a 1 hour average of magnetic disturbances (H) measured
at the four stations, weighed by the cosine of the respective




n = 1 HnPN
n = 1 cos(MLATn)
. (11)
For the comparisons, we use the final index, which is pub-
lished by the World Data Center for Geomagnetism in
Kyoto, Japan, between 3 and 6 years after the magnetome-
ter observations have been gathered (final data are currently
available through the end of 2008). The 1 hour averaged
index has been produced since 1957. The index has been
modified and improved over the years (e.g., Sugiura and
Hendricks [1967]; Sugiura and Kamei [1991]; Karinen and
Mursula [2006]). The disturbance H is obtained by subtract-
ing the diurnal variation of the horizontal magnetic field
from an average of several of the quietest days around the
time of the observation. This method, however, requires a
substantial amount of data before and after a measurement
to determine the quiet-time baseline.
4.2. The USGS Dst Index
[40] The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has
recently developed a system to determine Dst on a 1 minute
time scale [Gannon et al., 2011; Gannon and Love, 2011].
The derivation of the baseline involves frequency domain
analysis and can be performed in near-real-time as opposed
to the Kyoto Dst index that uses long-time series to deter-
mine the baseline. Thus nearly definitive Dst values are
available almost immediately using 1 year of data to deter-
mine the Sq-harmonics. The real-time USGS Dst is very
similar to the definitive USGS Dst (99.5% correlation). We
use definitive 1 minute USGS Dst data for the events stud-
ied, with baseline removal based on the analysis of 23 years
of nearly continuous magnetic observatory data. Since the
USGS-Dst is a 1 minute index, it allows us to better study
the faster time evolution of the magnetic perturbation in
the inner magnetosphere. The same time cadence can be
obtained by physics-based models of the magnetosphere
and ring current and the BFM Dst specification model. It is
important to note that USGS Dst index is derived using a dif-
ferent normalization compared to the Kyoto Dst to correct









Love and Gannon [2009] compared Kyoto and USGS Dst
values for years from 1957 through 2007. The comparison
showed that Kyoto Dst values are on average 8.60 nT lower
than the USGS Dst values. The root-mean square differ-
ence between the indices is 11.01 nT. Several strong storm
events were found to have substantial difference in terms
of minimum Dst values. While we do see a difference in
the baseline between the two implementations of the Dst
index, the Dst minima are very similar in the storms used in
this study.
5. Types of Skill Scores
[41] We employed the Prediction Efficiency (PE) and
the Log-Spectral Distance (Ms) as used in Rastätter et al.
[2011]. In addition, we add the Correlation Coefficient (CC),
Model Yield (YI) and the Timing Error (T) to the analysis,
and we also chart the models’ performance using a combi-
nation of two scores at a time to assess the performance of
classes of model runs. The skill scores used in this paper are
described below:
5.1. Prediction Efficiency PE
[42] The Dst values provided by the models introduced
in the previous sections can be evaluated by computing a
Prediction Efficiency (PE), defined for a discrete time series
as follows:
PE = 1 –




with < : : : > denoting the arithmetic mean, xobs the obser-
vation, xmod the modeled signal, and 
 2obs = < x2obs > the
variance of the observed signal. The numerator is often
referred to as the Mean Squared Error (MSE). PE = 1
indicates perfect model performance and PE = 0 indicates
performance comparable to predicting the arithmetic mean
of the observed signal. PE can reach unlimited negative
values.
5.2. Log-Spectral Distance Ms
[43] The spectral power determines the level of distur-
bance on different time scales that can be produced by the
models in comparison to the observed level of fluctuations.
The analysis of the Log-Spectral Distance evaluates the
spectral distribution of fluctuations in a given spectral range.
This is accomplished by computing a single number that
measures the distance between the observed spectral distri-
bution from that obtained by a model. The comparison of
spectral distributions in the model outputs compared to the
observations (and solar wind inputs) indicates how well a
model preserves activity levels in various frequency ranges.
A model would perform perfectly if the spectral distribution
in the observations matched the modeled spectrum. To com-
pute the Log-Spectral Distance, the logarithm of the ratio
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Figure 2. One minute USGS Dst data and magnetosphere model results. Magnetosphere models listed in
the first section in Table 2 are shown in color: SWMF in brown and red, OpenGGCM in blue, CMIT/LFM
in purple and WINDMI in green colored traces. The panels show the individual events: (a) event 1
(29–30 Oct 2003), (b) event 2 (14–16 Dec 2006), (c) event 3 (31 Aug–1 Sep 2001) and (d) event 4
(31 Aug–1 Sep 2005).
is calculated for each frequency. The root mean square








The score Ms is equal or larger than zero. Ms = 0 is
a perfect score. To perform the spectral analysis, 2 hour
length windows are selected from the 1 minute data and
model results, yielding a Fourier spectrum for periods
between 2 minutes ( f1 = 1/120 hertz) and 120 min-
utes ( f2 = 1/7200 hertz). A 75% overlap between adja-
cent windows is allowed. Spectra from all valid windows
(those that have no missing data) are averaged to form
the spectra from the observation data (Qxobs) and model
outputs (Qxmod).
[44] The computation of spectra does not make sense for
the Kyoto Dst, which is defined on an hourly basis. We can,
however, use the spectral analysis for the USGS Dst values
that are available on a 1 minute scale as long as the model
output time resolution is comparable.
5.3. Correlation Coefficient
[45] The Correlation Coefficient (CC) is the cross-







A CC of 1 is perfect correlation and –1 is perfect anti-
correlation (model values with same shape but with opposite
sign compared to observations). Both PE and CC require




 2obs > 0

. To obtain a finite CC, the modeled
signal also needs to have a non-zero variance


 2mod > 0

.
Quiet events with low variance in the observation signal
may amplify modeling errors in these scores.
5.4. Modeling Yield
[46] The Modeling Yield YI compares the largest change
seen in the modeled index value versus the observed index.
This skill score is suitable for a quantity that starts from
a constant baseline (e.g., zero) and for events that are





A modeling Yield of 1 is an ideal score. Yields near
1 may indicate a good model performance, but only if
they are accompanied by good values of the Correlation
Coefficient CC.
5.5. Timing Error
[47] The Timing Error T applies to events where a time
series shows distinct extreme values (minima in the case
of Dst). T is the time difference between the time of the
observed minimum and the time of the modeled minimum
of Dst. A T of zero hours is ideal.
[48] Many geomagnetic storms show a single minimum
followed by a monotonic recovery phase. Often, how-
ever, geomagnetic storms feature multiple onsets of activity.
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Figure 3. One minute USGS Dst data (black line) and ring current model results (colors). In the same
format as Figure 2, this figure shows the results of ring current models (listed in the middle section in
Table 2): RCM runs are shown in blue and RAM-SCB in brown and red colors. The vertical scales of
the panels are not the same as that in the respective panels in Figure 2. Note that only within each figure
(Figures 2–4, for each class of models) the color and line style combination is unique for each model run.
In fact, among the events of this study, we find two distinct
minima in event 1 and a long period of near-minimum Dst
values during event 2 that can be considered as having two
minima as well. In the analysis, we will consider two parts
of the time series for events 1 and 2 to better analyze model
performance with respect to T.
6. Results
[49] Using USGS data, CC, PE and Ms were derived by
interpolating model outputs written on longer cadences to
the 1 minute cadence of the USGS data. We calculate the
Timing Error and the Yield using 1 hour Kyoto Dst observa-
tions and also calculate CC and PE with Kyoto data. Model
results with a smaller time resolution than 1 hour were aver-
aged to the 1 hour time cadence of the Kyoto Dst to perform
these comparisons.
[50] Global magnetospheric models were run to provide
Dst as a snapshot of the effects of the global current system
at a 1 minute cadence (7_SWMF and 8_SWMF generate
disturbances at a 5 second cadence that were subsampled
at 1 minute intervals). Magnetosphere MHD models other
than 7_SWMF and 8_SWMF use a post-processing step
developed at CCMC to compute Dst from magnetospheric
and ionospheric currents contained in model outputs writ-
ten every minute. Ring Current models (RCM, RAM-SCB)
provide outputs every 5 minutes. The Dst specification mod-
els output 1 hour Dst values, except for the BFM formula.
BFM produces output at the data rate (ACE-L2, interpolated
to a 1 minute cadence) that is sufficient for comparison with
USGS 1 minute Dst data to obtain spectral information.
[51] Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the time series data used
for the study. Figure 2 shows the USGS Dst data values and
results obtained from the magnetosphere models (SWMF,
OpenGGCM, CMIT, LFM-MIX) and WINDMI. Figure 3
shows the USGS Dst data values and results obtained from
the ring current models RCM and RAM-SCB. Figure 4
shows the Kyoto Dst data values and outputs from the spec-
ification models (IRF, BFM, NARMAX, RiceDST, RDST).
To analyze the Timing Error, two events that had two min-
ima during the time period under consideration were split
in two: Event 1 had its first Dst minimum at 10:00 UT on
29 Oct 2003 and the second minimum at 1:00 UT on 30
Oct 2003. The event was split at 14:00 UT on 29 Oct 2003
(shown as vertical line in Figure 4a). Event 2 has the first
minimum at 2:00 UT on 15 Dec 2006 and the second at
09:00 UT. The split was done at 03:00 UT on 15 Dec 2006
(Figure 4b).
[52] In the following sections, we describe the results
obtained with the skill scores. Rankings shown in plots
described below were obtained for model settings that were
run in at least three of the four events. This excludes
3_RCM, 4_RCM (both run for only one event), 4_RAMSCB
and 5_RAMSCB (run for two events).
6.1. Correlation Coefficient and Prediction Efficiency
[53] We compute CC and PE using 1 minute USGS and
1 hour Kyoto Dst observations and model results interpolated
to 1 minute snapshots when using USGS data or averaged to
the 1 hour cadence when using Kyoto data.
[54] Figure 5a, shows the ranking of all runs using the
Correlation Coefficient (CC) based on comparison with
1 minute USGS Dst data and Figure 5c shows the ranking
from the comparison with Kyoto Dst data. In Figure 5a,
the specification models (shown in black) appear at the left
of the plot. RiceDST suffered weak performance for two
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Figure 4. One hour KYOTO Dst data and Dst-specification model results. Kyoto Dst is shown in black
and the Dst-specification model results are shown in colored traces. Simulation runs are listed in the
bottom section in Table 2. IRF96 is shown in purple, BFM in brown, NARMAX in blue, RiceDST in
green and RDST in red. The first two events feature two minima of Dst and are split in two for Timing
Error metric analysis along the vertical lines shown in Figures 4a and 4b. In comparison with Figures 2
and 3, one may note the difference in the baseline between the Kyoto and the USGS Dst index. This is
especially apparent for the weakest event shown in Figures 2c and 3c.
events and fell outside of the range occupied by the other
statistical models. Event 3 resulted in weak performance
for most models as can be seen from the diamonds appear-
ing far below the averages. A few magnetosphere models,
BFM and RiceDST, do not perform well for event 1, shown
as squares.
[55] Several of the magnetosphere model runs (WINDMI,
7_SWMF and 8_SWMF, shown in red) and one ring current
model (3_RCM, shown in blue) closely match the perfor-
mance of the statistical models (shown in black), followed
by the bulk of ring current models (all three RAM-SCB
settings that were run for three events and 2_RCM, shown
in blue). On the right half of the plot, the remaining mag-
netosphere models (6_SWMF, 2_LFM-MIX, 2_CMIT, and
the OPENGGCM runs) exhibit a wide variation of perfor-
mance between the events with average scores near zero
(no skill).
[56] We also note that event 3 (diamonds) results in poor
performance for nearly all models (many physics-based and
all statistical models). Several models also show poor per-
formance for event 1 (square well below the average for
1_BFM, 8_SWMF, 5_SWMF, 6_SWMF, 1_RiceDST and
4_OPENGGCM). Results for event 4 are always above
average and mostly above average for event 2. The ranking
is only slightly changed when comparing against Kyoto Dst
in Figure 5c.
[57] Figure 5b shows how the models perform using
the Prediction Efficiency PE using USGS Dst data and
Figure 5d shows PE results using Kyoto Dst data. The
ranking is completely different from the ranking derived
from the CC scores: Three of the RAM-SCB runs
(1_RAMSCB, 3_RAMSCB, 5_RAMSCB) are followed
by two SWMF runs (6_SWMF, 8_SWMF) then fol-
lowed by 3_RCM, 1_NARMAX and 2_RCM. The cen-
ter is dominated by magnetosphere models mixed with
statistical models.
[58] The Prediction Efficiency PE takes into account the
variance of the observed signal during an event in relation to
the difference of observations and model results. In contrast
to the Correlation Coefficient, PE includes the effects of
biases and the amplitude of the modeled signal in addition
to the shape of the time series. Anti-correlated signals and
signals with good correlation but incorrect amplitudes may
result in negative PE scores.
[59] Between Figures 5b and 5d, we can see two dif-
ferences in PE between USGS and Kyoto Dst: The first
difference is that the 1 hour averaging results in better
PE scores for all models. The spread of scores between
the events for each model is much smaller. The second
difference is that PE scores derived from USGS Dst in
Figure 5b for event 3 are far below the average for almost
all models. In Figures 5d, PE scores derived from Kyoto Dst
for event 3 agree better with PE scores from other events.
This has the largest effect on the Dst-specification models
that rank near the top of all models when averaged over all
events. This change in the performance of the specification
models can be explained by the fact that they were devel-
oped to match the Kyoto Dst including its baseline. Scores
for event 3 with its small Dst amplitude are most sensitive to
the baseline, which is different in USGS data compared to
Kyoto data.
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Figure 5. Model ranking using Correlation Coefficient (CC) and Prediction Efficiency (PE). Ranking
with respect to CC for (a) USGS and (c) Kyoto Dst, respectively. Models performing best on average are
to the left. Besides the average score (solid line), the scores for the events are plotted as symbols for each
run: Event 1: square, event 2: triangle with point down, event 3: diamond, and event 4: triangle with point
up. (b, d) Models ranked by Prediction Efficiency. Runs performed with the different model types are
shown in different colors (magnetosphere models in red, ring current models in blue and Dst-specification
models in black). All panels also contain the ideal score (CC = 1, PE = 1) as the horizontal dashed line
near the top. Note that the vertical range for CC starts at –0.2 and ends at 1.1, and for PE, the range starts
at –8 and ends at 1.5. Two PE scores for 1_IRF96 (–10.6) and 1_RDST (–12.5) lie below the vertical plot
range in Figure 5b and one score for 4_SWMF (–9.1) is below the plot range in Figure 5d, indicated by
the symbols with downward arrows at the bottom.
6.2. Model Yield
[60] Figures 6a and 6c show the model runs sorted by
Model Yield (YI). Low values are on the left and high val-
ues on the right. Best-scoring models (YI  1) are near
the right of each panel. Figure 6a shows the ranking when
using USGS Dst data and Figures 6c shows the ranking when
using Kyoto Dst data: The Dst-specification models all score
between 0.5 and 1.3 with the RDST model being the clos-
est to 1 on average and with the smallest spread between
the events. Magnetosphere runs 7_SWMF and 8_SWMF
are performing equally well. A few ring current models
(1_RCM, 2_RAMSCB, 4_RAMSCB) perform well on aver-
age but with a considerably larger variance among the
events. Magnetosphere model runs with the exception of
7_SWMF, 8_SWMF and the two OpenGGCM runs yield
an average score below 1, indicating that the models only
weakly reproduce the changes of Dst or that they do not see
the signal at all. The models’ average YI values are very sim-
ilar in the comparisons with USGS and Kyoto Dst and only
a few models change places between the two panels. The
model that changes position most is OpenGGCM, which
experienced the largest short-term fluctuations. Averaging
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Figure 6. Model ranking using Yield (YI), Log-Spectral Distance Ms and Timing Error T. For YI in
Figures 6a and 6c (USGS and Kyoto Dst, respectively), the best performing models are near the right
(nearest the score of YI = 1, shown as the dashed near the middle of the vertical range of each panel).
Figure 6b shows the log-spectral distance Ms based on USGS Dst with best-performing models on the
left. For the Timing Error T, based on Kyoto Dst, in Panel d), events 1 and 2 have been split and two
values have been obtained. These values are indicated by the two squares with a diagonal line for event 1
and two triangles with a vertical and horizontal line for event 2. The best models (nearT = 0) are on the
left of the plot. Ideal scores (Ms = 0, T = 0) are shown as dashed lines near the bottom of the vertical
ranges in both panels.
reduces the YI values considerably. The spread between
events for individual models is similar in Figures 6a and 6c.
6.3. Log-Spectral Distance and Timing Error
[61] Figure 6b shows the model runs sorted by Log-
Spectral Distance Ms with the best-scoring models (lowest
values of Ms) on the left. Of the specification models,
only BFM is included here since it produces output at the
1-minute cadence for a fair comparison in this skill score.
The magnetospheric models 8_SWMF and 7_SWMF rank
best together with the BFM model, featuring a low aver-
age and small variation between the events. The ring current
model 2_RAMSCB matches the performance on average but
Event 3 posed a challenge. 2_RAMSCB (as all the other
RAM-SCB settings) was not run for Event 1.
[62] Figure 6d shows the model runs sorted by Tim-
ing Error T with the best score (zero) on the left. To be
acceptable, the Timing Error should be zero or 1 hour for
events with a well-defined minimum of the Dst. The Dst
specification model (and 2_RAMSCB) in the left third of
the plot performed best, predicting the Dst minimum within
2 hours, except for the second section of event 2. Moderately
successful models (WINDMI, 8_SWMF and 5_SWMF,
1_RAMSCB and 3_RAMSCB, 2_CMIT, and 2_RCM in the
center) predicted the minimum within 5 hours. Models on
the right, third of Figure 6d show a very large variance
between the events. Scores of six or larger indicate that the
models did not predict the minimum at all. The modeled
minimum is assumed at a random place anywhere in the
time frame of the event. All magnetosphere models (except
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Table 3. Average and Standard Deviations for Prediction Efficiency (PE), Model Yield (YI), Correlation Coefficient (CC), Timing Error
(T) and Log-Spectral Distance (Ms) for Comparisons with KYOTO and USGS Dst Valuesa
Skill Scores
DST Kyoto USGS
Model ID PE YI CC T PE YI CC Ms
4_SWMF –4.89˙ 2.85 0.18˙ 0.10 0.16˙ 0.37 6.50˙ 4.04 –3.78˙ 1.23 0.31˙ 0.13 0.33˙ 0.28 0.81˙ 0.28
5_SWMF –0.97˙ 0.68 0.44˙ 0.10 0.61˙ 0.27 4.38˙ 2.87 –0.20˙ 0.48 0.52˙ 0.10 0.62˙ 0.32 0.53˙ 0.22
7_SWMF 0.36˙ 0.44 0.91˙ 0.13 0.76˙ 0.12 4.38˙ 5.34 –0.18˙ 1.01 1.03˙ 0.16 0.79˙ 0.06 0.30˙ 0.05
8_SWMF 0.02˙ 0.79 0.91˙ 0.10 0.78˙ 0.25 1.62˙ 0.75 0.14˙ 1.07 1.05˙ 0.15 0.81˙ 0.19 0.20˙ 0.10
2_OPENGGCM –0.63˙ 0.40 0.93˙ 0.69 0.38˙ 0.33 4.88˙ 6.12 –1.12˙ 0.47 0.98˙ 0.63 0.36˙ 0.40 0.43˙ 0.23
4_OPENGGCM –0.95˙ 1.24 0.60˙ 0.35 0.61˙ 0.12 1.75˙ 0.96 –1.36˙ 1.49 0.72˙ 0.43 0.65˙ 0.19 0.38˙ 0.26
2_CMIT –1.34˙ 0.86 0.36˙ 0.07 0.41˙ 0.20 1.80˙ 1.15 –1.36˙ 0.96 0.54˙ 0.13 0.52˙ 0.19 0.38˙ 0.16
2_LFM-MIX –1.28˙ 1.07 0.40˙ 0.11 0.41˙ 0.21 2.12˙ 1.03 –1.56˙ 0.96 0.58˙ 0.19 0.51˙ 0.16 0.35˙ 0.15
1_WINDMI 0.06˙ 0.77 0.83˙ 0.65 0.88˙ 0.11 2.00˙ 1.35 –0.54˙ 1.30 0.78˙ 0.59 0.83˙ 0.15 0.80˙ 0.70
2_WINDMI 0.47˙ 0.30 0.65˙ 0.47 0.87˙ 0.12 2.17˙ 0.76 –0.37˙ 1.30 0.61˙ 0.42 0.80˙ 0.18 0.91˙ 0.66
3_WINDMI 0.57˙ 0.23 0.73˙ 0.34 0.87˙ 0.09 2.00˙ 1.00 –0.88˙ 2.41 0.69˙ 0.30 0.81˙ 0.14 0.62˙ 0.43
1_RAMSCB –0.38˙ 1.27 0.40˙ 0.25 0.69˙ 0.31 2.33˙ 1.15 0.43˙ 0.29 0.39˙ 0.23 0.72˙ 0.30 1.08˙ 0.52
2_RAMSCB 0.14˙ 0.39 0.99˙ 0.56 0.72˙ 0.15 2.00˙ 1.73 –0.74˙ 0.69 0.96˙ 0.49 0.75˙ 0.15 0.26˙ 0.29
3_RAMSCB –0.08˙ 0.74 0.50˙ 0.30 0.73˙ 0.13 2.33˙ 1.15 0.41˙ 0.16 0.48˙ 0.27 0.76˙ 0.14 0.77˙ 0.31
4_RAMSCB –1.59˙ 2.82 1.09˙ 0.86 0.72˙ 0.04 2.50˙ 2.12 –3.54˙ 2.85 1.09˙ 0.84 0.78˙ 0.09 0.78˙ 0.23
5_RAMSCB –0.81˙ 1.42 0.27˙ 0.20 0.78˙ 0.01 3.50˙ 2.12 0.29˙ 0.11 0.26˙ 0.19 0.78˙ 0.09 1.24˙ 1.01
1_RCM 0.16˙ 0.20 0.88˙ 0.65 0.58˙ 0.14 1.38˙ 1.11 –0.63˙ 1.01 0.91˙ 0.57 0.59˙ 0.27 0.40˙ 0.43
2_RCM 0.04˙ 0.33 0.70˙ 0.49 0.64˙ 0.18 1.62˙ 1.11 –0.13˙ 0.73 0.70˙ 0.45 0.64˙ 0.22 0.65˙ 0.52
3_RCM 0.50˙ NaN 0.91˙ NaN 0.82˙ NaN 0.50˙ NaN 0.13˙ NaN 0.85˙ NaN 0.81˙ NaN 0.12˙ NaN
4_RCM 0.14˙ NaN 1.05˙ NaN 0.62˙ NaN 2.00˙ NaN –0.27˙ NaN 1.02˙ NaN 0.61˙ NaN 0.41˙ NaN
1_IRF96 0.22˙ 0.84 0.77˙ 0.19 0.86˙ 0.17 1.17˙ 1.26 –2.22˙ 5.62 0.73˙ 0.17 0.83˙ 0.24 not calculated
1_BFM 0.46˙ 0.30 0.85˙ 0.16 0.86˙ 0.13 1.33˙ 1.53 –0.44˙ 2.01 0.92˙ 0.26 0.86˙ 0.12 0.21˙ 0.08
1_NARMAX 0.56˙ 0.36 0.76˙ 0.11 0.88˙ 0.15 2.75˙ 3.33 –1.74˙ 4.12 0.73˙ 0.12 0.84˙ 0.23 not calculated
2_NARMAX 0.78˙ 0.21 0.74˙ 0.23 0.92˙ 0.07 1.50˙ 1.29 –0.01˙ 1.56 0.70˙ 0.20 0.90˙ 0.11 not calculated
1_RiceDST 0.18˙ 0.56 0.93˙ 0.27 0.58˙ 0.35 2.12˙ 1.31 –0.49˙ 1.41 0.88˙ 0.27 0.56˙ 0.41 not calculated
1_RDST 0.46˙ 1.01 1.04˙ 0.11 0.98˙ 0.01 1.62˙ 1.97 –2.45˙ 6.70 0.98˙ 0.08 0.94˙ 0.06 not calculated
aThe models are listed in the order they are introduced in Table 2, starting with magnetosphere models, then ring current models, and, finally, Dst-
specifications. Standard error values of NaN (Not-A-Number) appears where a model was only run for a single event.
WINDMI), RCM, and RiceDST have runs that fall into this
category for at least one event.
[63] Almost all events posed challenges to the models
that stem from two effects: First, for two events, the Dst
values remained near the minimum value for an extended
period of time, which potentially makes it harder for mod-
els to hit the correct time when the actual minimum was
reached. In event 2, the minimum Dst (–150 nT) was reached
at 1:00 UT on 15 Dec 2006 (Figure 4b), but remained within
20 nT for eight more hours. As a consequence, event 2 (tri-
angle with downward point) was split at 2:00 UT on 15 Dec
2006 to examine the first minimum at 1:00 UT separately
from the later minimum at 8:00 UT. In event 4, the mini-
mum (–120) was reached at 18:00 UT (8th hour in the plots
of Figure 4d) on 31 Aug 2005 in USGS Dst, but at 20:00 UT
in KYOTO Dst observations. The Dst value remains close to
that minimum for 3 hours (18:00 UT to 21:00 UT). Models
reached an acceptable score if they predicted the minimum
anywhere within the range. The second effect was that the
weakest event (event 3) challenged all models including the
statistical models due to the weak Dst signal. The baselines
of many model runs were considerably different from the
baselines of both the USGS and Kyoto Dst indices. The base-
line difference between the Kyoto and USGS Dst was about
20 nT, a substantial fraction of the overall strength of the
event (–50 nT).
[64] Table 3 summarizes the skill scores used for the
rankings presented in this section (average over all events
and standard deviation). All skill scores were computed for
Kyoto Dst values (1 hour intervals) and USGS Dst (1 minute
intervals). Some models were run for only a single event and
“NaN” (Not-A-Number) appears as the standard deviation.
For the plots and rankings in this chapter, PE values derived
from Kyoto data as listed in Table 3 were not used.
6.4. Two-Dimensional Scores
[65] A visual impression of the distribution of the differ-
ent model classes in the multi-dimensional skill score space
can be obtained by plotting each model run’s position with
respect to two skill scores. In Figure 7, we present the loca-
tions of runs in PE-CC space (left column) andT-YI-space
(right column). The top row shows results of magnetosphere
model runs, the middle row the ring current model runs and
the bottom row shows the Dst-specification models. Dashed
lines in each panel illustrate the ideal scores of each of the
two skill scores with the intersection denoting the ideal com-
bined score. A run is identified by symbol size and color,
events are identified by the different shapes of the symbols.
[66] We note that the different types of models show
distinct distribution patterns: Magnetosphere models fill a
wide area in the PE-CC-space with most model runs with
PE > –6 and CC > 0 (only 4_OPENGGCM and 2_LFM-
MIX show one score outside that range). WINDMI runs
(green, dark green) are characterized by higher CC values
(CC > 0.5). WINDMI runs are joined by runs of SWMF
(7_SWMF, 8_SWMF, red) near the ideal score (PE > 0,
CC > 0.8). In T-YI space, most model runs exhibit low
Yield values 0.1 < YI < 0.9. A few (mostly OpenGGCM
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Figure 7. Model runs in 2-D skill score space. (a, c, e, left column) Prediction Efficiency (PE) and
Correlation Coefficient (CC), with Figures 7a and 7c using USGS Dst values and Figure 7e using KYOTO
Dst values. (b, d, f, right column) Timing Error (T) of minimum Dst value and Model Yield (YI) based
on Kyoto Dst. The Figures 7a and 7b, show magnetosphere models, Figures 7c and 7d, show ring current
models, and Figures 7e and 7f, show Dst-specification models. Model runs are listed on the top right in
each panel with a sample symbol for event 1 shown. The color scheme is the same as in Figure 2. Runs
that share a color are distinguished by symbol size. Each model setting may be run for up to four events,
symbolized by a square for event 1, a triangle pointing down for event 2, a diamond for event 3 and a
triangle pointing up for event 4. Dashed lines in the plot (vertical for the X-axis score, horizontal for the
Y-axis score) indicate perfect scores. Events 1 and 2 have been split to determine T.
runs) have too large Yields (up to YI = 3.25). Scores below
YI = 1 may be attributed to a weak dynamic response
of MHD models due to inevitable damping, diffusion and
the lack of inner-magnetospheric physics if a ring current
model is not coupled into the MHD model of the magne-
tosphere. The Timing Errors vary widely (up to 18 hours,
comparable to the entire length of a simulation, typically
24 hours). One might expect that runs that score low in YI
may also exhibit large T values. This was not the case as
we found both good and bad scores in T regardless of the
Yield score.
[67] SWMF runs are consistently below or near YI = 1,
with the ones having coupled CRCM or RCM (7_SWMF
and 8_SWMF, red) scoring close to or slightly above 1. Even
runs with a good Yield (such as 7_SWMF and 8_SWMF)
may score poorly in T if they predicted the global mini-
mum at the time when a smaller, temporary minimum was
reached (such as in event 1). WINDMI runs, in general,
represented the time history of Dst well, resulting in good
scores in terms of Timing Error (T  3). Yields, how-
ever, were more varied than for runs of SWMF (0.15 <
YI < 1.6). CMIT and LFM runs scores fairly in terms of
Timing Error (2  T  7) and also fairly in terms
of Yield (0.3  YI  0.7). OpenGGCM runs tend to
over-estimate variability and often resulted in YI  1.
However, the time series of Dst were seldom reproduced.
We saw low correlations and minima that were reached at
random times giving poor scores (T up to 13 hours). Some-
times, model runs (e.g., 7_SWMF, 8_SWMF, and WINDMI
runs) would continue to predict decreasing values of Dst
although the observation indicates a recovery (e.g., event 2
in Figure 2b).
[68] Ring current models populate a smaller area in
PE-CC space (PE > –2, CC > 0.2) than the magnetosphere
models. RAMSCB features higher scores (CC > 0.6). RCM
run scores are in the middle (0.3–0.9). Best-performing
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combined scores have been achieved with RAM-SCB, but
several RCM runs come near the ideal score as well. In terms
of T and YI, ring current models show a smaller scatter in
T ( 13) than the magnetosphere models and a similar
range in Yield (0.1 < YI < 21.8). All RAM-SCB runs and all
RCM runs have T  5. RAM-SCB YI scores are below 1,
except one for event 4 at YI = 1.7 and RCM YI scores can
reach values up to 1.8.
[69] Most Dst specification models do very well in PE-
CC-space compared to first-principles models. All but one of
the runs for events 1, 2 and 4 have PE > 0.1 and CC > 0.7.
All models, however, score poorly for event 3 (diamonds
scattered between –1 < PE < 0 and 0.3 < CC < 0.85). The
relatively weak Dst minimum (–40) and the shape of the time
series of Dst for that event proved difficult to predict by all
of the models. Many models showed a bias of up to 15 nT at
the beginning of the time period shown in Figure 4, which
severely impacted their PE score.
[70] In T-YI space, all specification models are close to
the ideal Yield and many show good to moderate Timing
Errors (T < 5). Event 2 proved challenging, with Dst fluc-
tuating near the minimum for nearly 9 hours resulting in all
models to score between 4 and 7 hours in T. RiceDST
performed poorly for event 1 on all scores. It predicted
the global minimum near the time of the weaker minimum
seen early in the event time period but missed the larger
minimum altogether.
7. Discussion
[71] The large number of models were categorized into
magnetosphere (MHD) models, ring current (kinetic) mod-
els and Dst-specification models: Magnetosphere models
are coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere models that may
include a ring current model component. Most magneto-
sphere models are—DMHD models with the exception of
WINDMI, which describes the energy flow from solar wind
into the magnetosphere, ring current and ionosphere in a
low-dimensional manner. Ring current models are kinetic
models of the drift physics in the inner magnetosphere
that were either run in stand-alone mode driven by statis-
tical plasma sheet, electric field and magnetic field models
or were run coupled to magnetosphere MHD models. Dst-
specification models run instantly off the solar wind data
and (mostly) predict Dst on a 1 hour cadence to replicate the
Kyoto-Dst index.
[72] Five skill scores were used in the investigation:
[73] Correlation Coefficient: In terms of Correlation
Coefficient (CC), we found that specifications of Dst
performed best (led by 1_RDST, followed by 2_NAR-
MAX 1_BFM and 1_NARMAX runs) with several cou-
pled magnetosphere-ring-current-ionosphere models (all
WINDMI runs, 7_SWMF and 8_SWMF) following not
far behind. In the middle were stand-alone ring current
models (all RAM-SCB runs and three RCM runs) and
an older version of a coupled magnetosphere-ring-current-
ionosphere model (5_SWMF). RiceDST fared worst among
the specification models, scoring in the trailing third of
all models, just ahead of magnetosphere-ionosphere mod-
els not containing a ring current component, i.e., the two
OpenGGCM runs, 2_CMIT and the 2_LFM-MIX runs
(listed not in order of performance).
[74] Prediction Efficiency: If we look at Prediction
Efficiency, which also takes into account model biases and
the variance of the modeled signal, the ranking is consid-
erably different. Prediction Efficiencies change when the
model comparisons are made against the Kyoto Dst instead
of the USGS Dst data. Event 3 yielded far worse model
scores with USGS Dst compared to Kyoto Dst, especially
affecting the specification models. All models experience
a larger variation of scores between the events when com-
pared against USGS 1 minute data, reflecting the challenge
faced by all models to specify the data on short time scales.
Like CC scores, PE scores were worst for magnetosphere-
ionosphere models that do not contain a ring-current com-
ponent.
[75] Model Yield: In terms of Yield (YI), best-scoring
models are the versions of SWMF that have ring current
models coupled into the magnetosphere (7_SWMF with
CRCM, 8_SWMF with RCM), several RCM runs (1_RCM
and 3_RCM, on average) and RAM-SCB runs (2_RAM-
SCB, 4_RAMSCB, on average) and 1_RDST. Specifica-
tion models other than RDST show yields below unity as
well as most magnetosphere magnetohydrodynamic mod-
els without coupled ring current models. OpenGGCM and
WINDMI runs suffer from a very large variability in YI
between the events, often exceeding unity for some events
while remaining far below unity for other events.
[76] Log-Spectral Distance: The log-spectral distance
was computed using USGS data and excluded most spec-
ification models because of their 1 hour output resolution.
The one specification model (1_BFM), the two coupled
magnetosphere-ring-current-ionosphere models (8_SWMF,
7_SWMF), and 2_RAMSCB did best. CMIT/LFM and
OpenGGCM runs followed close behind. Most models in
trailing positions (WINDMI, other RAMSCB, RCM and
4_SWMF) had large (poor) scores coming from the sub-
storm event (event 3).
[77] Timing Error: Timing errors were derived using
the Kyoto Dst and were measured in full hours. Events 1
and 2 had to be split to account for separate Dst minima that
occurred. Models that scored well in CC or PE did best here
as well: Specification models are leading together with some
of the stand-alone ring current models and the SWMF runs
that include a ring current component. In event 3, 7_SWMF
failed to follow the recovery of Dst after the isolated sub-
storm and thus scores a large error. WINDMI runs, as well
as many of the ring current models, did not see the substorm
at all.
[78] In this study, we found that each skill score by itself
is not a very reliable measure of model performance. We
found that Dst-specification models performed very well for
the stronger events, but failed in terms of Prediction Effi-
ciency due to differences in the baseline (the Kyoto and
USGS Dst values at the start of the interval for event 3 dif-
fered by 8 nT). Prediction Efficiency is very sensitive to this
type of bias for weak events. Another part of the difference
between Correlation Coefficient and Prediction Efficiency
can be explained by the Yield. Imperfect Yields paired with
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good correlations result in worse performance in terms of
Prediction Efficiency. The Dst-specification models consis-
tently show YI < 1 and as a group show worse rankings in
PE than in CC. The Timing Error, together with the Model
Yield and Correlation Coefficient adds another dimension to
the analysis of model performance to reproduce a time series
of an index value.
[79] To visualize the performance of groups of different
models, we plotted scores for each run for the individual
events in 2-D plots (one on PE-CC space, the other inT-YI
space). We plotted the magnetosphere models, the ring cur-
rent models and the Dst-specification models separately and
found that the groups of models filled the skill score space
quite differently. Magnetosphere model runs fill a large area
in PE-CC space (PE > –11, CC > –0.15). The scatter was
also large in T-YI space (T  12, 0.1 < YI < 1.7).
Larger timing errors were encountered more often for lower-
yielding model runs. Most ring current model runs were
clustered much closer to the ideal PE score (PE > –2,
except for one run with PE = –5.5) with a smaller range
in CC (CC > 0.2) Ring current models showed a smaller
scatter in Timing Error (T  5 hours) and a little less
in Yield (YI < 1.8). Most Yields were well below unity
as was the case with magnetosphere runs. Dst specification
models were very close to perfect in Prediction Efficiency
and Correlation Coefficient except for event 3 that chal-
lenged all the models. Timing errors were small to moderate
(T  5 hours, except for one run at 11 hours) and yields
were closer to unity (0.5  YI  1.4) for all runs and events
compared to the other model groups.
[80] No single model scores best in all the skill scores.
The study included several sets of similar model set-
tings: four SWMF, two OpenGGCM, two LFM (2_CMIT,
2_LFM-MIX), three WINDMI, five RAMSCB, four RCM,
and two NARMAX runs. We found best-performing model
settings for some models, while other model run sets did not
show any preference for any one run:
[81] Magnetosphere Model Runs: Among the SWMF
magnetosphere model runs, 8_SWMF (with CRCM) and
7_SWMF (with RCM) scored best, followed by 5_SWMF
with an older implementation of the coupling of the mag-
netosphere MHD to the RCM model, and then 4_SWMF
without any ring current model. Out of eight cases (YI,
CC, PE, Ms computed using USGS, and YI, CC, PE,
T computed using Kyoto Dst), 8_SWMF scores best six
times and 7_SWMF two times. 5_SWMF is second once
and 4_SWMF always scores lowest among the SWMF
runs. The four SWMF runs do differ in terms of reso-
lution near the Earth: 7_SWMF and 5_ SWMF have a
finer grid than 8_SWMF and 4_SWMF. The increased res-
olution does not seem to benefit a model run: 8_SWMF
with 0.25RE resolution leads or performs similarly to
7_SWMF with 0.125RE resolution. Among the two runs
with coupled RCM, 8_SWMF always scores better than
5_SWMF, although the latter has the finer resolution. The
role of the grid resolution in the quality of the magneto-
sphere ring-current coupling needs to be investigated in a
separate study.
[82] WINDMI results were mixed with 1_WINDMI (recti-
fied solar wind driver) leading in four of the eight cases, and
2_WINDMI (Siscoe solar wind driver) and 3_WINDMI
(Newell solar wind driver) leading in two other scores each.
CMIT (the newer model version 2-1-5 with TIE-GCM iono-
sphere) scored practically identical to 2_LFM-MIX (model
version 2.1-1). There was no clear preference among the
OpenGGCM runs (2_OPENGGCM scored best in five out
of eight cases).
[83] Ring Current Model Runs: None of the RAM-
SCB runs were executed for Event 1, indicating that solar
wind magnetic fields and plasma velocities exceeded the
valid range of the Volland-Stern and Weimer electric field
models as well as the LANL-SOPA plasma sheet models.
4_RAMSCB and 5_RAMSCB were not run for events 1
and 2 due to their computational cost as they were cou-
pled to the SWMF magnetosphere MHD model. Large
values of Bz in the solar wind during event 1 also exceeded
the valid range of the statistical Tsyganenko-Mukai plasma
sheet model driving 1_RCM. Large values of Vx exceeded
the range of the Borovsky et al. plasma sheet model driv-
ing 2_RCM. Special settings in runs 3_RCM and 4_RCM
were introduced for this event. None of the RCM run set-
tings performed for all events. The four events represented
very different solar wind driving conditions and responses of
the magnetosphere. Stand-alone ring current models depend
on their drivers (statistical plasma sheet and field models)
and several settings need to be run to have one match the
observed behavior. A thorough assessment of the perfor-
mance of the RCM drivers represented here is in preparation
by S. Sazykin.
[84] Among ring current models, 2_RAMSCB ranked best
among the RAM-SCB runs. The RAM-SCB runs driven
by first-principles models (4_RAMSCB and 5_RAMSCB)
were executed for only two events (3 and 4), which did not
provide enough data for a valid comparison with all models
based on all events. On average, 4_RAMSCB scored second
for two metrics (YI, T) and fourth for PE. 5_RAMSCB
scored last for PE and YI and first for T. All runs score
very similarly in CC.
[85] Dst-specification Model Runs: Among the Dst-
specification models, only the NARMAX model had
multiple runs: 2_NARMAX outscored 1_NARMAX in
CC and PE but 1_NARMAX leads in terms of YI and T,
favoring none.
[86] We had model runs that scored nearly perfectly in
the timing of the minimum Dst value, but performed poorly
in terms of other scores such as Yield or Correlation Coef-
ficient. Many model runs poorly estimated the time of the
Dst minimum. In event 1, several models predicted a single
minimum early and then predicted a slow recovery while the
observation shows a weak minimum that was followed by
a stronger minimum several hours later. In this case, mod-
els may score well on the Yield, but poorly in Timing Error
and fairly well in terms of Correlation Coefficient. In event
2, the time of the Dst minimum was hard to predict since the
Dst fluctuated near the minimum value for an 8 hour period.
Models that fail to predict a pronounced minimum usually
have a large Timing Error (the minimum may be at any
random time during the time intervals), a low Yield, poor
Correlation Coefficient and Prediction Efficiency scores.
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[87] In general, the Dst specification models perform
best but some first-principles models come close for some
events, especially during the stronger storms. The weak-
est event (event 3, the isolated-substorm event) poses a
particular challenge for the physics-based models. The Dst-
specification models struggle to the get the baseline right
even if they managed to predict the substorm during the
event. Since the USGS Dst features a baseline that is differ-
ent from the Kyoto Dst, the specification models that were
developed to match the Kyoto Dst do much worse when
compared to USGS Dst data. RDST scores best since it is
a real-time implementation of the Dst index using magne-
tometer data from a set of four magnetometers that is similar
to the set used for the Kyoto Dst index (RDST uses Guam
instead of Kyoto). Unlike the first-principles models and the
other specification models, RDST cannot be run using solar
wind measurements to obtain a prediction ahead of actual
observations on the ground.
[88] The results of this challenge provide a baseline for
future validation studies using new models and improved
models. Model outputs used in this study together with the
observation data are available on the CCMC web site (http://
ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov under “Metrics and Validation” and then
“GEM Challenge”) for use by the space science commu-
nity. Skill scores as presented in this paper can be obtained
through the online visualization tool as well.
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